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Potteries HASHPotteries HASH 

Saturday 20th May 2017 @ 1pm  

Venue – The Boughey Arms, Audley ST7 8DH 

Hares:  

Aberchintz & 
Gypsy Rose 

My Vi l l age HashMy Vi l l age Hash  
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Hopefully you can find a car parking space 

in the Community Centre opposite the pub. 



The next Potteries Hash will be  ……… 

   

  announced very soon 
 

***Look out for a Special Narrowboat Hash 

in the Summer……! *** 
 

So what is HASHING? 

HASHING is a FUN, SOCIAL running activity for the fit and not so fit.  A trail of about 4 - 6 miles 
(with shortcuts always possible) is marked with blobs of flour by the “Hares”.  Trails normally follow 
a mixture of country footpaths, quiet roads and parklands.  There are “Checks” marked at roughly 

1/4 mile intervals from which there are several possible ways for the trail to go. Front runners    
explore the alternative ways until the real trail is identified; meanwhile the slower Hashers can 
catch-up and/or rest.  Fast & slower runners finish together. 

Hashing is not a race, the aim being for everyone to take as much exercise as they wish and for the 
slow and fast participants to be in close proximity throughout. There is even an alternative option 
for walkers  who want to be involved but who don’t feel quite up to this running lark. Trails usually 

start and finish at a Pub, where it is customary for Hashers to linger awhile on their return, quench 
their thirst and offer the Hare their opinion of his/her skill in setting the trail.   

It may be exercise, but its good fun too!   

If you don’t believe us, look at Bryan’s photos on the website 

www.potterieshash.org.uk 

Open to walkers and runners of all levels. 
A Free Drink to all newcomers, after the hash! 

For more information please contact: 
 

Ann “Aberchintz” - 07779 354203 
email - onsec@potterieshash.org.uk 

website http://www.potterieshash.org.uk 


